Transfer RNAs (tRNA) are abundant short non-coding RNA species that are typically 76 to 90 nucleotides in length. tRNAs are directly responsible for protein synthesis by translating codons in mRNA into amino acid sequences. tRNAs were long considered as house-keeping molecules that lacked regulatory functions. However, a growing body of evidence indicates that cellular tRNA levels fluctuate in correspondence to varying conditions such as cell type, environment, and stress. The fluctuation of tRNA expression directly influences gene translation, favoring or repressing the expression of particular proteins. Ultimately comprehending the dynamic of protein synthesis requires the development of methods able to deliver high-quality tRNA profiles. The method that we present here is named SPOt, which stands for Streamlined Platform for Observing tRNA. SPOt consists of three steps starting with metabolic labeling of cell cultures with radioactive orthophosphate, followed by guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction of radioactive total RNAs and finally hybridization on in-house printed macroarrays. tRNA levels are estimated by quantifying the radioactivity intensities at each probe spot. In the protocol presented here we profile tRNAs in Mycobacterium smegmatis mc 2 155, a nonpathogenic bacterium often used as a model organism to study tuberculosis.
Introduction
Cellular tRNA levels fluctuate according to conditions such as cell type, environment, and stress 1, 2, 3 . SPOt, Streamlined Platform for Observing tRNA, is an original, reliable, and straightforward technique that allows fast and precise quantification of transfer RNA levels in laboratory-grown organisms.
tRNAs have remarkably stable secondary and tertiary structures 4 . They also display numerous post-transcriptional modifications 5 . These features represent significant structural and sequence roadblocks biasing or sometimes preventing direct and reproducible tRNA profiling using standard benchmark RNA quantification techniques 6 . Research groups around the world were forced to develop creative but often convoluted techniques to assess cellular tRNA levels. Some of these methods include: (1) two-dimensional electrophoretic separation of metabolically labeled tRNAs combined with methodical spot assignment by Northern blot 1 ; (2) individual quantification by Northern blot using carefully standardized radioactive DNA probes 7 ; (3) post-extraction labeling with cyanine fluorochromes followed by microarray analysis 3 , and (4) in vitro stripping of tRNA modifications using recombinant demodification enzymes combined with reverse transcription and subsequent high-throughput sequencing 8 .
SPOt is a simple and original combination of two standard and straightforward approaches: (1) RNA body labeling, which consists in the synthesis, in growing organisms, of radioactive total RNAs and (2) tRNA macroarrays, a systematic and miniaturized genomic tool optimized for tRNA segregation.
Samples are streamlined from living organisms to the quantification platform. They are directly analyzed after extraction and not processed any further which significantly limits biases compared to techniques requiring post-extraction amplification or enzymatic treatments. SPOt is versatile and can be easily combined to polysome fractionation to identify and quantify tRNA subpopulations that are physically associated with translating ribosomes. 
Discussion
Beta particle emissions are known bacteriostatic and bactericidal agents 14 , however radiations in the tested range have no significant impact on cell fitness. Scintillation counting showed that the radioactivity is incorporated into 25% of total-cell extracts and subsequently, 1% of purified total RNAs.
The probes' identical sizes, comparable melting temperature and GC content, along with a uniform protocol for macroarray spotting, hybridization and quantification allows for unbiased measurement of tRNA levels directly from spot signals.
SPOt is reproducible and specific. Its large dynamic range and easily adjustable threshold allows profiling low abundant species, such as tRNAs associated with polysomes, simply by prolonging array exposure times 9 . After the initial investment for the necessary equipment, the running cost per sample, including consumables, averages $15 per samples.
SPOt is applicable to any organism whose genome is available for probe design. Model organisms that are grown in vitro are ideal candidates for metabolic labeling. As mammalian genomes often encode many isodecoders (tRNAs that share identical anticodons but display small differences in their body sequences) probes need to be partially degenerated to preserve homogenous hybridization of close tRNA species. Finally, adherent mammalian cells yield typically lower amounts of total RNA compared to organisms grown in suspension such as M. smegmatis, so cultures need to be substantially scaled up.
